
CASE STUDY

Impact
 at-a-glance

600+
H2O Labour-Saver hanging 

baskets around the city

75%
watering reduction 

in shaded/protected areas

50%
watering reduction 

in sunny/windy areas 

Saving water for 
the City of Edmonton

Hanging baskets make cities beautiful, but 
they often require a lot of water. And that 
doesn’t come cheap. It costs taxpayers, and 
the environment. The City of Edmonton 
turned to A.M.A. for an innovative solution 
that’s helping them save on water, labour 
and fertilizer costs.

How one hanging basket reduced water and 
labour costs for the City of Edmonton



“The H2O Labour-Saver hanging 
basket has outperformed every 
other hanging basket we’ve tried. 
We went from watering every 
single day to watering every 2-3 
days in sunny, windy locations 
and every 4-5 days in shaded, 
protected locations.”
— Dorothy Jedrasik is the Crew Leader at 

the Muttart Conservatory in Edmonton, 
where the city’s hanging baskets are made.

Today, Edmonton has more than 600 H2O Labour-Saver hanging 
baskets across the city and receives calls from other municipalities 
asking about this innovative solution.

FROM THE GROWER



SOLUTION BREAKDOWN

Hanging baskets 
were expensive and 
labour-intensive to 
maintain

The City of Edmonton had 
an inefficient and expensive 
hanging basket program. 
Their moss-lined baskets had 
a silver bowl pan wired to 
the underside to hold excess 
water. They were labour- 
intensive to plant and had to 
be watered every day.

An innovative hanging 
basket built for cities
Edmonton switched to the H2O Labour-Saver hanging 
basket, a solution designed for municipalities, 
universities and other large institutions. The 23” basket 
has a removable liner that enables easy planting. The 
liner comes with a built-in wicking system that draws 
water up from the 2.6 gallon reservoir, reducing water, 
labour and fertilizer costs. Its reservoir drainage plug 
means growers can drain the water before transport 
so that the baskets are lighter and easier to hang. And 
it comes with a heavy-duty hanger that can withstand 
the wear and tear of life in the city.

CHALLENGE SOLUTION



RESULTS

Less watering, less labour

No more watering every day. The H2O 
Labour-Saver hanging basket helped 
Edmonton reduce watering by more than 
50% in sunny and windy locations and by 
more than 75% in shaded and protected 
locations. As a result, the city saves big 
on annual watering and labour costs.

The baskets also eliminate challenges 
with over or under watering. Water truck 
teams simply stop watering when there is 
run-off from the excess spout on the side 
of the basket.

The reservoir plug makes the baskets 
lightweight and easy to transport. When 
drivers come to the city’s greenhouse  
for pick up, they drain the water from 
the reservoir so they’re easy to lift. 
Once at the final location, they refill the 
reservoirs back up.

A.M.A. is a dynamic, solutions-driven supplier serving the 
horticulture industry since 1982. We are proud to supply this 

sustainable, innovative solution to the City of Edmonton. 

To learn more about how the H2O Labour-Saver can help you save 
water and labour, or to learn about our other horticulture solutions, 

contact A.M.A. at ama@amahort.com or call 800-338-1136.

amahort.com  |  @amahort 


